TOP-FLIGHT TASTING

These Smoky Whiskies Pour on the Peatiness

Meet Peat

Taste five distinctly smoky whiskies from across the globe and discover the wide range of peat in your whisky.
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TOP-FLIGHT TASTING

Meet Peat

Use this page for your personal tasting notes.
1. Hakushu® 12 Year Old
This champagne-colored single malt offers
a nose of basil and pine needle with a
palate leaning more toward sweet pear,
mint, and kiwifruit, with just subtle smoke
on the finish.
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ABV: 43%

My Rating

2. Ardmore® Legacy

Nose

This lightly peated whisky celebrates the
distillery’s unique location on the fringes of
the Highlands, whose rich soil and frequent
rainfall informs the earthy flavor profile. The
nose offers slight hints of smoke, leading into
a palate that is full of creamy vanilla spice,
giving way to more overt charcoal notes.
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ABV: 40%

3. Connemara® 12 Year Old
Hand-picked from the finest casks of
Connemara at Cooley Distillery in County
Louth, Ireland. Initially light-bodied, sweet,
and fruity, but with welcoming smoke and
vanilla notes that give way to flavors of pears,
apples, vanilla cream, and a touch of gingery,
spicy oak before a light finish of vanilla, with
traces of oily smoke and spice.
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ABV: 40%

4. Bowmore® 12 Year Old
The distillery believes this bottling reflects
the essence of Bowmore, which is located
near the sea and whose barrels age below
sea-level in some of the oldest warehouses
in the world. The aroma is lemon and honey
balanced beautifully by peat smoke. The
palate is more gentle peat smoke, leading to
a long and mellow finish.
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ABV: 40%

5. Laphroaig® 10 Year Old
Islay personified. The nose offers huge peat
smoke, medicinal ozone characteristics, and
just a hint of sweetness. The palate is more
peat, with salty undertones and an echo of
sweetness, leading to a long and powerfully
smoky finish.
ABV: 43%
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TOP-FLIGHT TASTING

Meet Peat

To make malt whisky you need malted barley. To malt barley, you
need to dry germinating barley in a kiln. And, to fire up the kiln at
certain whisky distilleries, you use peat.
Biologically speaking, peat is an accumulation of decayed
vegetation in some bogs and wetlands found, most notably for the
whisky world, in parts of Scotland. In places like Islay, where for
centuries, scotch has been made using peat-smoked malt, the whisky
has a truly one-of-a-kind taste. Smoky notes, sure, but saline, herbal,

and even medicinal. You can often sense it from across the room.
But not all peated whisky need be as overwhelmingly smoky as those
from Islay. Today’s distilleries can control the PPM (phenol parts per
million) levels of their malt and use further techniques such as finishing
to balance the smoke with sweetness. For your next progressive
tasting of peat, start with a lightly peated single malt (from Japan no
less!) before moving on to the medium-smoky peated whiskies of the
Highlands and Ireland, finishing with the peat monsters from Islay.

Tasting Tips for Club Members
Nosing:
Inhale with an open mouth so you
don’t put your nose to sleep.
Swirl Gently:
Just coat the bottom third of the glass.
Not a big swirl, as with wine. The
alcohol in whisky will evaporate just
fine at its own pace.
Food and Water:
Snack before the tasting and drink
water to keep yourself hydrated.
Nothing too spicy; nothing too sweet.
Glasses:
Smaller tulip-shaped glasses are good
for aroma and nosing. Tumblers,
Highball and cocktail glasses serve
their purpose also.
Keep Notes:
Appreciate what you’re tasting and
record it. Your impressions might
change next time you taste.
Take Pictures:
Use your phone or device to remember
your favorites.
Ice:
Let the flavor, texture and aromas
evolve with some well chosen ice. Your
glass of whisky becomes a journey.

Color:
Appreciate the color, which might tell
you about the wood used to finish the
whisky. Avoid added caramel, which
could hide the truth.
Warming:
Feel free to hold the glass in your hand
and warm it up a bit. You’ll get more
aroma and possibly boost the flavor.
Time:
Slow down. Many whiskies develop
new flavors and complexity if you wait
before the next sip: appreciate the finish.
See, Sip, Swirl:
Look at the color, then swirl and sniff the
whisky to see what the aroma reveals.
Compare:
Having a variety of expressions is fun.
Comparing notes with friends is even more
fun.
Clean Glasses:
Rinse and dry between expressions.
The previous whisky could interfere
with the taste of the next. A wet glass
could add too much water.
Sips:
Small sips, with the glass rim on the
center of your tongue, to avoid the

alcohol heat. Swirl or “chew” the whisky
and let it disappear.
Adding Water:
Add water to open the nose, but only
after you’ve tasted neat; add only a
drop or two at a time.
Flights:
Having several expressions around
a theme can develop a greater
appreciation of the varieties of whisky.
Progressive Order:
Makes a huge difference in your
appreciation of each expression.
Light to rich; least to most sweet;
no smoke to smokiest.
Watch Glasses:
Help to hold in the aroma. Very handy
if you’re tasting multiple expressions
over time and want to go back and
compare.
Flavor Maps:
Flavor maps are a fun way to measure
your comparative whisky tastings. As
you taste through these expressions, see
if you agree with how our experts have
plotted them.

